
Dolomite JAZZ
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New generation...
Dolomite JAZZ is the new generation rollator that goes all the way. 
A stylish design with smart functions. Carefully thought-out, well 
designed components make Dolomite JAZZ a winner. Continuous 
vertical adjustment and ergonomic handle with built-in brake system 
that surpasses its competitors. Positioning marks on handlebars to 
facilitate height adjustment.



technical data

Comfortable backrest
A comfortable and safe support 
to lean against. Mounted in the 
handle bars.

Adaptable to individual needs

Dolomite JAZZ is available in two 
differerent heights. Choose the higher 
seat height when having difficulties to 
change from sitting to standing. Easily 
adjustable handle that can be set at 
precisely the right height.
NeW! Slow-down brake -   
A safety feature that prevents the walker 
from rolling a way. 

Foldable

Spacious basket made of durable material 
that is flexible when folding. 
Thanks to welded aluminium frames, the 
Dolomite JAZZ is stable and steady 
throughout its service life. Simple and 
balanced folding with the help of a seat 
strap. Easy to handle, occupies a small 
space and stands in folded position. Nice 
soft seat.

Cane holder 
Easy to fit, easy to use. No 
tools.

Basket cover 
To protect what you have in the 
basket from rain.

Dark gray

Colour

Features and options

JAZZ 600

JAZZ 520

7,8 kg

7,2 kg

62 cm

62 cm

67 cm

67 cm

75 - 97 cm

67 - 81 cm

44 cm

44 cm

20 cm

20 cm

60 cm

52 cm

39 cm

39 cm

130 kg

130 kg

Dolomite JAZZ

JAZZ 600 12140-46-24
JAZZ 520 12142-46-24
Including Tray and Basket

Article code

JAZZ 600

JAZZ 520

Slow-down brake
A safety feature that prevents 
the walker rolling away. 
Perfect for gait training and one 
handed solutions.

26 cm

26 cm
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